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Abstract 
The main goal of this project is helping Farfetch, a luxury e-commerce fashion retailer, improve 
its partner boutiques performance, especially in the time it takes them to process an order. If a 
boutique underperforms, the service provided to the customer loses quality. Due to the constant 
growth in sales and the concentration of demand in short periods of time, new methods and 
tools should be developed. These should allow a proactive stance, instead of the current reactive 
stance of the company. 
To prepare the boutiques for increased demand during peak periods, two approaches were 
taken. The first one resulted in a tool that allows the assessment of the boutique maximum 
processing capacity with its current resources. It is based on past data and the analysis of the 
boutique’s processes. The second also resulted on a tool, which is based on demand forecasts 
for the specific boutiques within Farfetch-led campaigns. Integrating the second tool with the 
boutique capacity assessed with the first tool, Farfetch is able to signal the boutiques that need 
to reinforce their capacity and warn them. These methods were integrated in Microsoft Excel 
worksheets via Visual Basic for Applications and Standard Query Language queries, allowing 
its usage throughout the company. 
To reduce situations of underperformance during periods of normal demand, a new leading 
indicator called Boutique Score was developed. This indicator aims at the detection of potential 
underperformance situations before they actually occur. If these situations are early detected, it 
is possible for boutiques to take preventive actions. 
Using the 2 tools developed, Farfetch is now able to pass valuable information to its partner 
boutiques regarding on how they should prepare themselves for peak periods in demand. The 
results obtained so far have been positive and the boutiques performed consistently better 
during the new sale season when compared to previous ones, with the speed of sending metric 
remaining always above target.  
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Quantificação da capacidade de fornecedores e monitorização de 
desempenho numa empresa de retalho de moda online 
Resumo 
O principal objetivo deste projeto é ajudar a Farfetch, uma empresa de retalho de moda online, 
a melhorar o desempenho das suas boutiques parceiras, especialmente no tempo que demoram 
a processar uma encomenda. Devido ao constante crescimento das vendas e concentração da 
procura em pequenos períodos de tempo, novos métodos e ferramentas devem ser 
desenvolvidas. Estas devem possibilitar a adoção de uma postura proativa ao invés da atual 
postura reativa da empresa 
Para preparar as boutiques para uma maior procura durante períodos de pico foram seguidas 
duas abordagens. Da primeira resultou uma ferramenta que permite a avaliação da capacidade 
de processamento máxima de encomendas de cada boutique com os recursos que emprega 
atualmente, baseando-se em dados do passado e na análise dos processos das boutiques. O 
segundo também resultou numa ferramenta, que utiliza as previsões de procura para boutiques 
específicas, que participem em campanhas desenvolvidas pela Farfetch. Cruzando os resultados 
obtidos por ambos os métodos, a Farfetch pode sinalizar as boutiques que precisam de reforçar 
a sua capacidade e notificá-las. Estes métodos foram integrados em folhas de Microsoft Excel 
através de código em Visual Basic For Aplications e em queries programadas em Standard 
Query Language, o que permite o seu uso por toda a empresa. 
Para reduzir as situações em que a boutique falha no seu desempenho, um novo indicador 
avançado denominado Boutique Score foi desenvolvido. Este indicador tem como objetivo a 
deteção de potenciais situações de não desempenho antes de ocorrerem. Se estas situações 
forem detetadas com antecedência, é possível que as boutiques tomem ações preventivas. 
Usando os 2 métodos desenvolvidos, a Farfetch pode agora passar informação valiosa às suas 
boutiques parceiras, relativamente ao modo como se devem preparar para períodos de procura 
intensa. Os resultados obtidos até então têm sido positivos e as boutiques têm tido um 
desempenho consistentemente melhor durante a nova época de saldos, com a métrica de 
velocidade de envio a manter-se sempre acima do objetivo.
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1 Introduction 
 
The present dissertation was developed within the supply operations department of Farfetch, a 
luxury fashion e-commerce company. Its main goal is the improvement of the partner boutiques 
overall performance, namely in the time it takes them to process and ship an order. In an e-
commerce business, the time an order takes to reach the customer is one of the most 
fundamental factors for client satisfaction. Since Farfetch never enters into direct physical 
contact with its customers, reducing this time is essential. In figure 1, it is possible to see the 
two parts that influence the time an order takes to reach the customer.  
 
Figure 1- Representation of the time an order takes to reach the customer 
Controlling the time a partner boutique spends processing an order is thus essential for the 
improvement of the customer satisfaction and customer retention in Farfetch's business model. 
1.1 Farfetch 
Farfetch is an online marketplace for luxury fashion launched in 2008. It has grown 
continuously, more than doubling sales each year, reaching 293 million euros as of 2014. It is 
marketed for "fashion lovers, not followers" and globally sells items from more than 300 
European, Asian and American high-end boutiques, such as Biondini Paris, Stefania Mode, 
Browns or American Rag. It also offers editorial content showcasing its independent take on 
the irreverent and ever changing world of independent luxury fashion. 
Farfetch differentiates from other fashion e-commerce companies through its business model. 
All the items sold through its website are owned and kept by the boutiques themselves. Each 
product sold is collected by an external courier provider and directly delivered at the customer's 
home. No product is ever stored or bought by Farfetch. All the operations are managed by the 
company as part of its service.  
The company's service operates as a bridge between its partner boutiques and customers.  
Everything, from photographing the products for the catalogue to post-sales customer service, 
is offered as part of the Farfetch service. Within the operational part of sales boutiques only 
need to pack the items. This way, Farfetch offers boutiques a fully developed and supported 
sales channel, with a much wider scope than a solely physical space can have and a hugely 
wider scale than own on-line sales. 
Time spent 
processing 
the order
Time spent 
in transit by 
the Courier
Time an 
order takes 
to reach the 
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To the customer, Farfetch offers the ability to choose and buy from more than 1000 brands, 
offered by a community of boutiques, carefully selected for their forward-thinking attitude, 
unique approach to merchandising and diversity of brands. (source: 
http://www.farfetch.com/pt/pag1988.aspx? seen in: 24/04/2015). 
No company has been able to successfully replicate Farfetch’s business model. Due to the high 
number of boutiques involved, Farfetch is able to effectively obtain very competitive costs 
through economies of scales. Given the magnitude of the service, it is very unlikely that single 
boutiques are able to offer a similar service and still be profitable. 
Yet, there are other luxury fashion e-commerce retailers. Farfetch has two major advantages 
when compared to these retailers. First, the company holds no stock. This way, Farfetch has no 
inventory holding costs and won’t lose any money if a product sells less than expected. Second, 
since Farfetch partner boutiques are very diverse and from different cultural backgrounds, it is 
able to offer 5 times more products than a regular e-fashion business. 
Currently, Farfetch has more than 600 employees and operates 9 offices in 7 different countries: 
Portugal (Porto and Guimarães), United Kingdom, United States of America (New York and 
Los Angeles), Brazil, Japan, Russia and China. Each office deals with different aspects of the 
business. This dissertation was developed in Porto’s office where approximately half of 
Farfetch employees work. There are 8 departments in this office: 
 IT; 
 Operations; 
 Account Management; 
 Partner Services; 
 Human Resources;  
 Merchandising; 
 Finance; 
 Customer service.  
Two departments are mainly responsible for all the contacts between Farfetch and the partner 
boutiques. They are the Account Management (AM) and Partner Services (PS). Customer 
Service also contacts boutiques whenever the question is straightforward. AM is responsible 
for all the commercial aspects related to the partner boutiques. They advise the boutiques on 
which brands and items should be bought to maximize sales. They also coach boutiques on the 
processes they need to perform. PS is responsible for solving day-to-day problems related to 
order processing. It also works as the mediator between the customer and the boutique when 
the first complains about an order. Both these departments in Porto’s office are responsible for 
all the boutiques that are in Europe and Asia (minus Japan) which account for roughly 90% of 
Farfetch sales.  
The operations department main responsibility is ensuring that each order is successfully 
fulfilled within a reasonable time. This department is divided in 3 different teams: Courier, 
Fraud and Payment and Supply.  
The supply team, where this thesis was developed, deals with all the operational aspects related 
to the boutiques. Its main objective is controlling the boutique’s performance and ensuring that 
service levels are maintained. To do this, the supply team collaborates with the Account 
Management and Partner Services department working on the improvement of boutique's setups 
and also on the definition of best practices for the boutique's order processing. The main actors 
in Farfetch, responsible for the boutique performance improvement can be seen on Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 – Actors responsible for the boutique performance 
The supply team also collaborates with the IT department on every project related to order 
processing and the development of new tools for the boutiques.  
1.2 Project Objectives 
One of Farfetch's main advantage is also its biggest disadvantage. The fact that all the stock is 
kept by the boutiques means that Farfetch depends on them to successfully fulfil each order. 
Therefore, Farfetch must work closely with its partner boutiques to guarantee good service 
levels. The present dissertation is focused on the analysis of the partner boutiques performance.  
Two main objectives were set. The first consisted on the preparation of the partner boutiques 
for the Spring/Summer 2015 sale season. To fulfil this, two tools were developed. One is a 
method that assesses the order processing capacity of the partner boutiques. The second is a 
Microsoft Excel macro that, based on demand forecasts, calculates how many orders each 
boutique must send each day. The combination of both tools allows the Operations department 
to pre-emptively warn the stores that they must adjust their capacity to face increasing demand. 
The second objective aims at an early detection of boutiques’ non-performance situations, due 
to unexpected issues. To achieve this, a new leading indicator called Boutique Score was 
developed.  
1.3 Methodology 
To develop a better understanding of the key metrics and basic boutique characteristics, the first 
stage of the project consisted on the analysis of 3 different types of boutiques. The boutiques 
were chosen because each of them represented well a distinctively typology of boutiques. After 
this stage, more boutiques were analyzed in the same way, in order to confirm the findings 
made with the first analysis. 
The next phase consisted on the development of the tools used to prepare the boutiques for the 
Spring Summer 2015 sale season. As both of them were implemented the same way – through 
a Microsoft excel macro – the same methodology was used for both.  
Firstly, the system requisites were defined. Then, the raw method was developed, taking into 
account the behavioural characteristics observed during the initial analysis. This first method 
prototype was then tested with some boutiques. Taking into account the errors and specific 
cases found during the tests, the tool was adapted. After this stage, with a more robust method, 
the needed SQL queries and macros were programed.  
These methods were developed and tested until the middle of April, so they could be used to 
prepare the stores to the Spring Summer sale season, which starts by the end of May. 
The development of the new indicator started with the definition of its objective and how it 
should be presented. Afterwards, there was the need to decide how the metric should be 
constructed. It was decided that it would account several factors. The existing data was analysed 
Supply Team
Account 
Management
Partner 
Services
Boutique 
Performance
Improvement
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and a few factors were chosen. Then a more refined analysis was made and the final factors and 
their weight in the indicator were defined. This analysis took into account the top 60 boutiques 
in terms of order volume. 
The new indicator was tested in real time, during two promotional campaigns that occurred 
during April and May. The weights used for each factor on the indicator were adapted according 
to the results. 
1.4 Dissertation’s Structure 
The remaining of this dissertation is structured in 4 different parts. Chapter 2 is a brief review 
of the methodologies and concepts relevant to this project. 
In chapter 3, a general overview of the company’s business model is made, beginning with a 
description of Farfetch’s catalogue production process. Then, the processes involved in order 
processing are explained, in their initial state, at the time this project started. Afterwards, the 
KPI used within the supply team to evaluate the boutiques are explained. Finally, the boutiques 
are divided into typologies and each is explained in detail. 
Chapter 4 is divided in 3 parts. The first part is dedicated to the boutique capacity assessment 
method. The method definition is thoroughly explained as well as how it was adapted to be 
coded and used. The second part is dedicated to the boutique capacity needs tool. It follows a 
similar structure to the part before. The last part describes the new leading indicator Boutique 
Score definition and testing. 
Chapter 5 concludes with some considerations about the project and discussion of the obtained 
results. Also, some future works are proposed based on what was found during the project. 
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2 Literature review 
Within this chapter, a brief overview of the literature on the key aspects relevant to this project 
is done. The following 4 subjects are addressed: 
 Luxury e-commerce; 
 Supply chain management and KPI design; 
 Forecasts in the fashion industry; 
 Business process modelling. 
2.1 The Luxury E-commerce 
Luxury products have been consumed for centuries and can be defined as status goods, of which 
the exhibit alone brings prestige to the user (Husic and Cicic 2009). They are used as the 
expression of indirect social stratification (Okonkwo 2009) and are consumed for their 
psychological values instead of their practical utility (Doss and Robinson 2013). They showcase 
an individual ascension in society.  
Luxury brands tend to believe that their consumers won’t perceive their products as luxury 
products if they are not expensive. Their higher price makes individuals feel part of the rare 
elite that can afford these products. As part of the luxury experience, brands try to enhance their 
customer experience by offering a fancy packaging, higher quality products and exclusive store 
locations (Husic and Cicic 2009).    
E-commerce and luxury fashion retail aren't naturally complementary. E-commerce is a very 
unique and particular distribution channel since it lacks any physical or technological 
boundaries (Okonkwo 2009) and offers consumers information about brands and products 
without almost no time or space constraints (Larraufie and Kourdoughli 2014). On the other 
hand, the luxury world tends to be associated with exclusivity (Larraufie and Kourdoughli 
2014) and every customer expects to have special and focused treatment. Brands and retailers 
fear that by going online they'll become too available and will stop being recognized as a luxury 
brand (Bjørn-Andersen and Hansen 2011).  
Yet, in spite of their reticent attitude, luxury brands were forced to expand online after the 
economic downturn of the late 00’s, when physical stores sales declined whereas e-commerce 
attained double digit growth (Okonkwo 2009).  
To successfully establish themselves and thrive in the online business, luxury brands and 
retailers must focus on finding ways of allowing customers to interact with them, while 
retaining brand integrity and exclusivity (Bjørn-Andersen and Hansen 2011). They must be able 
to deliver to a virtual customer the juxtaposition of image, emotion and perception that defines 
luxury (Kapferer and Bastien 2009). 
In a traditional brick and mortar retail space, the Pareto principle of 80% of the sales coming 
from 20% of the products is applied. If the distribution and storage channels are large enough, 
a company might benefit from the long-tail market. This represents the usual 80% of the 
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products that don’t generate a large volume of sales plus all the products whose demand is so 
sporadic that it is not kept in stock. An e-commerce company, benefiting from the low 
communication costs and no geographical limitations, is able to take advantage of the long tail 
market, which might match the sales value of the remaining products (Cao and Ye 2007).  
2.2 Supply Chain Management 
There is no generally accepted definition of supply chain management (Mouritsen, Skjøtt‐
Larsen, and Kotzab 2003). A common definition is a network of organizations that are involved, 
through upstream and downstream linkages in the different processes and activities that 
produce value in the form of products and services in the hand of the ultimate consumer  
(Christopher 1999). It can also be seen as all the business processes involved in the making and 
delivery of products/services from the supplier to the end customer (Jan, Tage, and Herbert 
2003). It is an integrated approach to the flow of materials and information between all the 
companies that participate in a product/service flow. It can be concluded that businesses are no 
longer seen as autonomous units but as parts of supply chains (Chen and Paulraj 2004). 
Both definitions highlight the broadness of the term, given the number of companies involved. 
Managing such a large and complex system is challenging, yet essential for a company to 
achieve a long term competitive advantage (Li et al. 2005). 
To effectively manage their supply chains, companies must focus on 3 important aspects of 
supply chain management. These are: long term relationships with suppliers, logistics 
integration and supplier assessment (Prajogo et al. 2012). All these aspects will be further 
detailed. 
The relationship between suppliers and buyers is characterized by the interactions between both 
(Paulraj and Chen 2005). A better relationship means that the intervening parties trust each 
other and are aware of their importance to their success. With a good relationship both are more 
willing to take risks together and align their strategies leading to improved overall effectiveness 
(Xuan and Yuanzhang 2007).  
On its essence, logistics integration is the well-coordinated flow of materials downstream, 
which allows the companies to have a smooth production process. To achieve this, companies 
must share internal information, namely about sales, forecasts and stocks and coordinate logistic 
activities (Gimenez 2006). As a result, it is expected that companies and their suppliers work 
as a single entity (Prajogo et al. 2012). 
Supplier assessment is the process of selecting the company’s suppliers based on the evaluation 
of the potential supplier’s performance and capability. In this definition, performance is the 
supplier’s ability to meet the buyer requirements both in terms of cost, quantity, quality and 
flexibility. Capability refers to the supplier’s potential. In other words, how much more can a 
supplier deliver in the long term (Sarkar and Mohapatra 2006). 
Having the most fitting suppliers to its business/product is crucial for a company to survive. 
Without assessing its suppliers the company won’t be able to optimize its supply chain. This 
leads to unnecessary costs and unused potential. The use of advanced supplier assessment 
methods and monitoring performance tends to increase profitability and product quality (Ittner 
et al. 1999) and has a positive impact on the buyer’s performance (Krause, Scannell, and 
Calantone 2000).  
Various techniques have been tried in supplier assessment, yet the scoring method using fuzzy 
measures is still the most used (Sarkar and Mohapatra 2006). A fuzzy measure is “a numbered 
response scheme  (…) which corresponds to the conversion of linguistic labels into fuzzy 
numbers” (de la Rosa de Saa et al. 2015). This happens mainly because there is the need to use 
qualitative measures that are hard to translate into numerical data. The biggest liability of this 
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method is that each person has its own interpretation of the scale, which leads to biased data 
(Kwong, Ip, and Chan 2002).  
Supplier evaluation is a continuous and critical task for managers. Buyers must keep monitoring 
supplier’s performance and capability even after they are selected. With the data acquired 
during the monitoring, buyers must provide feedback to their suppliers. This way, they 
encourage them to improve their performance and adapt their processes to the buyer’s needs 
(Prajogo et al. 2012).  
To ensure a good performance, the entire supply chain must be evaluated and monitored. 
Traditional measures fall short when evaluating the entire supply chain as they don’t capture 
the complexity of the system. This can be explained by the fact that they mainly consist of 
financial metrics, which don’t measure accurately operational performance. Also, traditional 
measures fail to evaluate the supply chain as a whole entity. (Theeranuphattana and Tang 2007).  
Decision makers must focus their efforts on developing integrated measurement metrics that 
are able to effectively evaluate such a complex system. Once these performance managers are 
adequately developed, managers must detect which crucial key performance indicators (KPI) 
have to be improved. KPI are a measure tool of performance, used to evaluate the company’s 
progress towards its long-term strategic goals. 
One of the biggest difficulties in this lies in understanding and finding out the relationships 
between KPI. Without the full understanding of these relationships, it is difficult to establish 
which KPI are critical and what actions should be taken to improve the supply chain 
performance (Cai et al. 2009)  
Another challenge to decision makers is assessing the importance of individual performance 
measures. Since some measures aren’t dynamic they fail to adapt to the ever evolving 
conditions of the supply chain. Normally, once the measures are developed, they are included 
in the system and aren’t changed for a long time. Another problem is that systems usually don’t 
include a method that, according to the goals of the company and evolving situation, prioritize 
the measures (Davison and Tse 1999). Therefore, it is important that companies keep updating 
their supply chain measurement systems and changing the used measures. 
As many measurement systems fail to align strategies and offer a balanced approach, some 
methods of evaluating supply chain performance were developed, mainly the Balanced 
Scorecard (BSC) and Activity Based Cost (ABC).  
The Balanced Scorecard is a strategic planning and management system, helpful for decision-
making. It analyses the company from four perspectives: the financial perspective, the learning 
and growth perspective, the internal perspective and the customer perspective. Within each 
perspective, the key processes are identified and some strategic goals are defined. For each goal, 
metrics must be defined, so the accomplishing of the goal can be measured (Yan, Suozhu, and 
Like 2008). 
With the right set of metrics established and aligned with the company strategy and goals, it is 
much easier to identify and assess the effects of bottlenecks and the source of them. Once this 
is identified, direct actions can be taken, improving overall supply chain performance. 
Measuring performance and goal achievement is essential if a company wants to improve their 
performance. Hence the importance of setting the right and most appropriate key performance 
indicators.  
The KPI design cycle can be divided in 3 parts: mining KPI, analyzing and designing KPI 
network, and transforming and deploying KPI (Abe, Jun-Jang, and Li 2007). Mining KPI refers 
to process mining, which is a technique that explores processes flows. Through this technique 
and using historical data, it is possible to access which variables are more correlated with the 
goals the company wants to achieve. Usually several KPI correlations are identified. In the next 
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stage, the possible KPI are further studied and their number is reduced, through a series of 
business-oriented analytic methods. The final product of this stage is a network of KPI elements 
and the relations between them. In the last phase the KPI start being used by the company.   
Good key performance indicators must follow the SMART rule (Gang et al. 2010). This means 
that they must be: 
 Specific; 
 Measurable; 
 Attainable; 
 Realistic; 
 Time bound; 
Some other conditions must be decided during this period since they directly affect the KPI 
effectiveness. These are the context of the KPI, as to when it should be evaluated and who 
should monitor it. The last condition is particularly important since the same KPI might be 
perfect if monitored, for example, by an operational manager and terrible for a upper level 
manager (Abe, Jun-Jang, and Li 2007). 
KPI provide a way of aligning the entire organization with the company strategy. KPI must be 
presented to the upper level management in an effective and clear way. This way, these 
managers will be able assess the current situation in a fast manner and evaluate the strategic 
objectives achievement (Liu, Xue, and Su 2009). There are several methods for reporting. 
Dashboards offer supply chain performance focused companies a simple and effective way of 
presenting KPI. 
A Dashboard is a tool prepared for the busy leaders. An effective dashboard allows them to 
quickly assess the company’s performance by simply looking at it. It must provide the 
information about the current status of the company in a simple, intuitive and graphical way 
(Meyliana, Widjaja, and Santoso 2014). 
Indicators that are measurable precursors to events are called leading indicators. The indication 
given by these indicators comes before the actual event. These indicators are said to be 
proactive, since they enable pre-emptive actions. On the other hand, lagging indicators or “loss 
metrics” only become apparent after the event happens. These are reactive indicators as possible 
measures can only be taken after the event happens. (Reiman and Pietikäinen 2012) 
2.3 Sales Forecast in the fashion industry 
Forecasting is the prediction of future demand, usually based on past data. Forecasts are 
essential in the fashion industry mainly for two reasons. First, a good forecast avoids situations 
of understocking, which represent lost sales and dissatisfaction of customers, and situations of 
overstocking, which represent bigger stock costs and items that need to be sold with big 
discounts. Second, the fashion supply chain is extremely long and spread across the globe, 
ranging from the cotton plants to the wholesalers and retailers. This means that production must 
be planned ahead and eventual changes take long to be in place (Liu et al. 2013) 
Traditionally statistical models were widely applied for forecasting. These models are usually 
fast and have proven to be effective if the right model and appropriate parameters are chosen. 
The precision of these models is dependent on the expert’s knowledge and the non-existence of 
unidentified hidden patterns in data. As this limited the applicability of these models, artificial 
intelligence methods started to be used. These methods offer more precise results yet they 
require more computation capacity and take longer time (Yu, Choi, and Hui 2011). 
Forecasting demand is always an activity marked by uncertainty, especially for fashion, due to 
several factors. The demand is dependent on the customer tastes and the trends, which are 
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highly unpredictable and hard to detect until the beginning of the season. Each season the 
designers reconstruct their collections, choosing new patterns, fabrics and colours leaving 
historical data useless, unless it possible to establish relevant relationships between product’s 
attributes. Another problem is that there is a very high number of stock keeping units (SKU) 
given the color/size combinations available (Yesil, Kaya, and Siradag 2012). Also, the fashion 
product lifecycle is very short, usually only lasting for a season, and the demand is highly 
volatile. This means that an item might have low sales at the beginning of the season, have a 
peak during the middle lasting a few weeks and then return to the demand levels of the 
beginning of the season (Liu et al. 2013). 
Another problem is the forecasting horizon. Most forecasting models used today are appropriate 
for middle term and long term forecasting (Liu et al. 2013). Yet, given the volatile demand and 
the impossibility to infer tastes and trends until the beginning of the season, short-term 
forecasting is essential. Also, for operational purposes, short-term forecasts are important for 
logistics planning and working schedules definition. 
2.4 Business Process Modeling 
Companies have been shifting the view on their operations from the traditional functional 
viewpoint to a process orientated view, leading to a better integration of their operations. A 
process is as a sequence of tasks. It has a well-defined beginning and end, and its inputs and 
outputs are identifiable. Depending on the information required, a process might be looked at 
from different perspectives. The most common are the functional view, the informational, the 
behavioural and the organizational (Bal 1998). 
Business process modelling is an approach to graphically showcase the way organizations 
conduct their business processes. It is vital for the analysis and to the design of IT systems that 
are process aware. It is also vital to the organizational documentation, business process 
reengineering and the construction of service-orientated architectures. These models typically 
illustrate in a graphical way the activities and control the logic flow within a business process. 
Other usually included information is related to the involved data and the organizational and IT 
resources (Indulska et al. 2009). 
The purpose of business process modelling is to analyse the current processes in form of an As-
Is model and, with the identification of problems, to seek solutions that create added value. 
Detecting differences between the guidelines and the actual practices helps the company 
reengineer their processes. With this, the companies are able to align their processes with their 
actual strategic objectives (Sharma, Hitesh, and Rao 2014).. 
As a means of aiding this process, through a visual tool, process maps are used. These maps 
picture work processes and show how inputs, outputs and tasks are linked. The actors involved 
can be identified. A process map can be shown at various levels of detail. They should be 
developed using a top down approach: One should start by mapping the process from a macro 
level of the process and then proceed to a lower level. The last level should correspond to the 
mini-level, that shows all the details of the process (Anjard 1996). 
Several notations have been developed to model business processes (BP), including UML 
activity diagrams, event process chains (EPC) and business process modelling notation 
(BPMN). BPMN is widely accepted as the standard for modelling BP (Sharma, Hitesh, and Rao 
2014).  
Nowadays, company’s employ Business process management systems that are identified as a 
generic software system that is driven by explicit process designs to enact and manage 
operational business processes. These systems should be generic so it is possible to change the 
processes it supports. Some of the most common business process management systems use 
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labels like Workflow Management (WFM), Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), Customer 
Relationship Management (CRM), etc. Given the constant evolution of companies and of the 
technology available, the business process management systems must keep evolving. 
Therefore, the business process management system cycle can be defined as seen on Figure 3 
(Weske, van der Aalst, and Verbeek 2004). 
  
Figure 3 – Business process management system life cycle. source:(Weske, van der Aalst, and Verbeek 2004) 
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3 Current Processes 
Within this chapter, the company’s processes and situation at the start of this dissertation are 
explained.   
3.1 General production process overview 
Farfetch's production process refers to everything that happens since a boutique sends the items 
to be photographed until the items are available at the website. It’s necessary to understand the 
production process as it’s the backbone of the whole company. 
Stores send slots (parcels with up to 50 new items) to Farfetch production centers. Even though 
there is no production in the traditional sense, these are called production centers since it’s 
where Farfetch’s catalogue is produced. They are usually sent at the beginning of the season, 
where up to 1600 items are received each day. Some boutiques send items every week. The 
slots are processed by the logistics department, who categorize the items by season, gender, 
colour and fabric, among other characteristics. To avoid wasting resources, each item is verified 
to check if it is already online. This item is called a duplicate. Boutiques are encouraged to 
check the website before they send the items to be produced. If they find out that the item is a 
duplicate, they can associate themselves to the item and immediately start to sell. 
The slots are divided into rails, according to 3 categories: menswear, womenswear and 
accessories. Each rail can only contain items from one slot. Afterwards the rails are sent into 
the photographing studios. There they are photographed in still and in live model.  
All the photographs are then edited, polished and go through quality control. If they are 
approved, the items go back to the logistics department and are packed and sent back to the 
stores.  
All Farfetch orders sent by boutiques must be packed in Farfetch boxes. The minimum adequate 
size is decided during the production phase, although boutiques may not follow the decision. 
To save space, the boxes were designed so they could be stored in large volumes when not 
mounted. 
3.2 Ordering Process  
Farfetch has developed an application that boutiques use for order processing. The application 
is called FFDM (Farfetch's Desktop Manager Application). It’s the main application used by 
boutiques to process orders. In it is possible to see the orders that they have to process and in 
which phase of the processing the order is. It can be also used as a stock control tool. 
Once the customer places an order, the system generates a portal order, with the customer’s 
purchase information. Then the system splits the portal order into boutique orders, according to 
the boutiques associated to the items in the order. Each portal order may have an unlimited 
number of associated boutique orders. A boutique order can only be associated to one portal 
order. The remaining ordering process is divided into 6 steps as shown on Figure 4.  
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Figure 4 - Order processing map 
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These steps can be split into 3 categories according to whoever is responsible for them. Check 
Stock, Decide Packaging and Send Package are Boutique Steps since they are directly handled 
by the boutiques. Approve Payment and Create Shipping Label are Farfetch steps as they are 
performed by Farfetch. Step 6 is a Courier step as it is handled by the delivery company. Both 
Boutique and Farfetch steps are further described below. 
 Step 1 - Check Stock 
Once a customer places an order the boutiques responsible for satisfying the request are notified 
and must confirm whether they have the items on stock or not. Farfetch keeps track of the 
boutique's stock level but the system isn’t 100% reliable. A physical shop sale may occur 
between the moment the customer places an order and the moment that the boutique's 
employees update the online stock. There can also be an error during inventory count. The 
situation when an item sold by Farfetch is found to be out of stock is called no stock.  
When a no stock happens, the boutique may suggest an alternative to the customer, through 
Farfetch's Customer Service department. If the boutique decides not to do it and the original 
item is a duplicate, another boutique that also sells that same item will receive the order. This 
is called an item swap. 
Since Farfetch holds no stock an Application Programming Interface (API) was developed to 
reduce no stock frequency. This API is called Stock Sync and connects directly the boutique’s 
own stock management tools with Farfetch’s virtual stock. This way when a physical sale is 
made, the online stock is automatically updated. Currently, 9 out of the largest 10 boutiques use 
stock sync. Boutiques that don’t use stock sync, control their stock through a module present in 
the boutique FFDM.  
 Step 2 - Approve Payment 
This step occurs simultaneously with step 1 and it's a Farfetch step. Due to the high volume of 
orders, step 2 is handled with the help of an automatic flag system. When an order enters the 
system it is automatically assigned a flag, according to some criteria. With this system, the 
orders are roughly divided into 3 groups.  
The first group consists of recurrent Farfetch users and users whose credit card information is 
reliable. This group has their payment automatically accepted. First time users or recurrent users 
whose behaviour might seem strange majorly make up the second group. In these cases, a Fraud 
analyst investigates the situation and assesses whether the payment is fraudulent or not. The 
third group consists of previously blacklisted users and credit cards that are known to have been 
phished. These orders are automatically cancelled. 
Since this is mostly an automatic step, the payment is usually approved before the boutique 
checks that they have the item in stock. 
 Step 3 - Decide Packaging 
Once step 1 and step 2 are completed, the order is automatically moved to step 3 and the 
boutiques are notified via FFDM. The boutiques must decide which kind of boxes and how 
many they should use to pack the order. The boutique may add something like a handwritten 
note to the box in order to personalize the delivery and enhance the customer experience. 
All boxes are designed by Farfetch and are kept in stock by the boutiques. The stock level of 
boxes is managed by the boutiques themselves and it is up to them to order the boxes from 
Farfetch once the stock is low. 
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 Step 4 - Create Shipping Label 
This step is almost always automatic and consists on the creation of the order's Air Waybills 
(AWB). Sometimes there is the need to manually create the AWB, usually if the shipping 
address is incorrect or if by some mistake a duplicate is created of an already in use AWB. The 
Operations Courier Team, currently existing in Portugal, Brazil, United States of America and 
Japan, handles these situations. 
 Step 5 - Send Package 
The boutiques aren't required to give any signal that the order is packed. Some boutiques start 
packing the order when they do step 3 while others only do it at a predetermined time before 
the courier arrival schedule. This way, there is no direct data from which one can infer the 
packaging time (the time it took the boutique to pack the item). 
Once an order is moved to step 5 the system automatically assumes that the order is ready to be 
shipped. Some boutiques have daily pickups (the courier passes through the store every day, at 
a predetermined time) while the others must schedule the pickup in advance according to the 
expected number of orders. The order is moved to the next step (parcel in transit) once the 
courier scans the AWB. When the parcel is scanned, an automatic email is sent to the customer, 
informing them that their order has been shipped. This way, Farfetch creates the distinction in 
the customer's conscience of how long the company took to process the order and how long 
took the courier company. 
3.3 Key Performance Indicators (KPI) 
In order to evaluate process performance there are some key performance indicators (KPI) used 
by the company. The most important KPI to the operations supply team are the ones directly 
related to the stores performance. These are No Stock and Speed of Sending. There is also 
another important KPI, Net Promoter Score (NPS), which is common to the whole company. 
Internal goals are established for each KPI on a monthly basis according to different criteria. 
These KPI are further explained below.  
3.3.1 No Stock  
As mentioned before, it is possible that a physical sale is made in the boutique after an order 
for that item is placed, creating a no stock situation. This is one of the worst customer 
experiences possible. The customer has already paid for the item and is expecting for it to be 
delivered in a few days. It also represents a lost sale. This metric measures the % of orders that 
were not fulfilled because they had a no stock. It is mathematically represented in equation 3.1, 
as seen below. 
𝑁𝑜 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘  =
𝑁𝑆
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠
     
(3.1) 
Where: 
 NS – the orders that had a no stock during the period; 
 Total orders – all the orders that entered the system during the period. 
The goals for this KPI vary according to how further into the season the month is. For example, 
February, which marks the beginning of a season, has a lower goal than June, which is almost 
at the end of the season. The reason for this is that there is more product available at the 
beginning of the season than at the end. 
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3.3.2 Speed of Sending 
Speed of Sending is a KPI that measures the time elapsed between the moment the order was 
created and the moment it was picked up by the courier.  
Currently it can be measured in two different ways, called Speed of Sending Gross and Speed 
of Sending Net. The first one measures the difference between the date the order was created 
and the date the order was sent. Speed of sending gross is mathematically expressed as in 
equation 3.2. 
𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 = 𝑂𝑆 − 𝑂𝐶 
(3.2) 
Where: 
 OS – the time and date in which the order was sent by the boutique 
 OC – the time and date in which the order entered the system 
The boutiques have some operational limitations. They usually have a limited working schedule 
(mainly working from Monday to Saturday). Also, there can only be pickups during the week. 
This way, speed of sending gross could lead to wrong conclusions when evaluating a boutique’s 
performance, as they don’t take into account these limitations. For example, if an order is 
created at 7pm on a Monday and it is sent on the next Wednesday at 7pm, the Speed of Sending 
Gross will be 2 days. If another order is created at 7pm on a Friday and the boutique takes 
exactly the same time to process it, the Speed of Sending Gross will be 4 days.  
To deal with this problem, Speed of Sending Net was developed. This KPI can be 
mathematically expressed as Time Spent on Steps 1, 3 and 5 minus Weekends, Holidays and 
time spent on hold. An order is placed on hold when something which halts order processing 
and isn’t boutique’s responsibility happens. 
This way, only the time directly related to the boutique is measured. Speed of Sending Net is 
expressed as in equation 3.3. 
𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑁𝑒𝑡
= 𝑇1 + 𝑇3 + 𝑇5 − 𝑊𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑠 − 𝐻𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 − 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑛 𝐻𝑜𝑙𝑑 
(3.3) 
Where: 
 T1 – the time that an order remained on step 1; 
 T3 – the time that an order remained on step 3; 
 T5 – the time that an order remained on step 5; 
 Weekends – the time that an order could not be processed because of the weekend; 
 Holidays – the time that an order could not be processed because of bank holidays; 
 Time spent on hold – the time that an order spent on hold 
This KPI is the best way to measure the boutique's performance since it truly evaluates how 
long it took them to process an order. The most common way to present this KPI is as % of 
Orders Sent in Less than two days, as seen on the equation below, the service level agreement 
speed of sending net (SLA SOS). Internal speed of sending targets are established this way. 
Still it is not a truly proactive measure. SLA SOS is expressed as in equation 3.4. 
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𝑆𝐿𝐴 𝑆𝑜𝑆 =  
∑ 𝑂𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 < 2 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠
∑ 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑂𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠
 
(3.4) 
Where: 
 Orders with speed of sending < 2 days – number of orders that were sent with a speed of sending 
net below 2 days, during the period; 
 Sent Orders – total number of shipped orders during the period. 
Speed of sending goals are established according to the expected number of boutique orders. In 
fashion, demand must be analysed according to season. There are 2 seasons: the Autumn Winter 
(AW) season that starts in August and ends in January and the Spring Summer (SS) season that 
starts in February and ends in July. The demand is usually low at the beginning of the season, 
increases and stabilizes in the next months. It usually peaks at the end of the season in the sales 
period, when stores cut their prices trying to sell the items they still have in stock. Companies 
that operate globally usually have two peak periods each season, since the sales period in 
Europe starts a few weeks later than in the rest of the world. The pattern for Farfetch sales 
during SS14 and AW14 can be seen on Figure 5.  
 
 
Figure 5 – Sales evolution between February 2014 and January 2015 
This way the SLA SOS are usually higher at the beginning of the season and are then lowered 
until the sales period is over.  
3.3.3 Net Promoter Score 
When an order is delivered the customer automatically receives an email with a few questions 
related to its purchase, where the client can evaluate 5 different parameters, as seen in Figure 
6. 
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Figure 6 - NPS form 
The fourth and fifth questions are used to determine the boutique’s and Farfetch’s Net Promoter 
Score (NPS). The customer's answer may vary between 0 (not likely at all) and 10 (extremely 
likely). The answers are grouped in 3 different groups: 
 Between 0 and 6 - Detractor; 
 Between 7 and 8 - Passive; 
 Between 9 and 10 - Promoter; 
It is assumed that Detractors won't purchase again and will negatively influence Farfetch’s 
image through word of mouth. On the other hand, Promoters will repurchase and recommend 
Farfetch's services to family and friends. NPS is measured as the difference between the 
percentage of Promoters and the percentage of Detractors. NPS is expressed mathematically as 
in equation 3.5. 
𝑁𝑃𝑆 = 𝑃 − 𝐷 
(3.5) 
Where: 
 P – The percentage of orders with a NPS score between 9 and 10; 
 D – The percentage of orders with a NPS score between 0 and 6. 
3.4  Service 2.0 
In September 2014 Farfetch introduced the Service 2.0 project in order to take "customer 
experience to the next level". Among other things, it aims at aligning the boutique's operations 
with Farfetch's and making order processing faster. Since Farfetch's steps are almost always 
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automatic, this can only be done by the boutique. To promote better speed of sending results, a 
policy of incentives and penalties was introduced. These are based on the boutique’s speed of 
sending performance. The values can be seen in Table 1. 
Metric  
Speed of Sending < 1 day Free Box (~1,5€) 
1 < Speed of Sending < 2,5 days No action 
Speed of Sending > 2,5 days The boutique pays the customer’s shipping (~20€) 
Table 1 – Service 2.0 incentives/penalties 
Although internal targets are established as "% of orders sent in less than 2 days" boutiques are 
only penalized if they fail to ship the order in less than 2,5 days. This might lead to 
misalignments between Farfetch objectives and boutiques objectives. Still, boutiques want to 
ship their orders as soon as possible, to receive the free box incentive. 
As one can see from Figure 7, after the introduction of Service 2.0 Speed of Sending increased 
to values above 95%. This showed that stores were still able to achieve better results. In 
December there was an intense period of marketing campaigns. This lead to a sudden increase 
in the number of orders (monthly increase of 77% when compared to November 2014). Most 
of the boutiques weren’t able to maintain their service levels. SLA speed of sending fell to 
approximately 75% and service 2.0 incentives/penalizations policy was shut down until the 
middle of January. The evolution of the results can be seen on Figure 7. 
 
 
Figure 7 – Sales and Speed of Sending evolution 
Given Farfetch’s constant organic growth it is expected that the sales volume of the last weeks 
of 2014 becomes the average volume of sales during 2015.These results prove that boutiques 
are reaching their saturation point and must adapt their setups in order to keep an acceptable 
service level.  
3.5 Boutique’s Setup 
A boutique setup is the aggregate of all the boutique's operational characteristics. Some of them 
can be changed and adapted easily while others may not. There are several different variables 
that define a boutique’s setup. These can be related to: 
  sales volume; 
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  human resources; 
  boutique’s dimension; 
  number of stores the boutique operates. 
Every boutique is a special case as it has different operational and geographical restrictions. 
These different store conditions make process standardization more complex and the 
development of decision support tools must consider all variables. 
Currently, boutique setups are developed by the account managers and partner services in 
collaboration with the operations supply team. The strategy is usually based on past boutique 
behaviour and know-how from previous experiences. This method doesn’t always work well 
given the impossibility to emulate working setups in similar boutiques. For example, a boutique 
might have limited pickup hours because of its geographical location.  
To collect data and store it, there is a form with standardized questions that was used from April 
2014 to July 2014. In there account managers and partner services filled important operational 
information from the boutiques, namely related to human resources and how the boutique 
handles order processing. Currently this form’s questions are no longer the most pertinent. 
Nevertheless the collected information is still valuable to study past boutique behaviour 
according to employed resources. 
During this dissertation, whenever there was the need to define the general behaviour of 
boutiques, only boutiques within the top 60 were analysed.  This was decided because these 
boutiques account for approximately 74% of the sales. Figure 8 shows the relation between the 
number of boutiques and the number of orders. 
 
Figure 8 – Cumulative % of sales related to the number of boutiques 
The boutiques are currently divided into 4 different types, according to 2 different variables. 
These are the number of independent stores they operate and how many pickup points they 
have. A pickup point is the place where the orders are shipped. The boutique types are called: 
 All in One; 
 Centralized; 
 Decentralized 
 Hybrid. 
There are representatives of each boutique type in the top 60, except the hybrid type. The 
distribution in terms of percentage of the top 60 boutiques, according to boutique type can be 
seen below on Figure 9. 
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Figure 9 - Top 60 boutique type distribution 
As it can be seen, the three boutique types are evenly distributed among the top 60. Each 
boutique type is further described below. 
 All in One 
All in One boutiques only operate one store and only have one shipping point. The store (i.e. 
physical space where physical sales occur), the warehouse and the office are usually located in 
the same building. There are some cases where the boutique has an independent warehouse near 
the store. 
These are usually boutiques that have been in the market for only a few years and haven’t still 
expanded. Still, there are some examples of all in one boutiques with a very large sales volume.  
  Centralized 
Centralized boutiques operate various stores but ship all the orders from the same space. The 
shipping point can be a central warehouse, where all the orders are processed, or the biggest 
store operated by the boutique or even an independent office where no “real” sales occur.  
In most of the cases the stores are located in the same city, within a few kilometres radius. Still, 
there are some cases where the different stores are some hours apart but still ship orders from 
the same spot. 
One of the most defining and important settings of a centralized boutique setup is in which step 
the items centralization occurs (i.e. when the items are gathered in the shipping point). There is 
no predefined or advisable step in the order processing in which the centralization should occur. 
Each boutique should decide it according to how their order processing is organized. Usually, 
boutiques centralize their items after checking that they have stock to fulfil the orders. The 
boutique online manager – the person in the boutique responsible for management of the 
Farfetch channel – contacts the various stores throughout the day telling what items are needed 
and the stores’ clerks gather the items. Then an internal courier comes to the store and takes the 
items to the point where they’ll be shipped. There the needed documentation is printed and the 
items packed. 
Decentralized  
Decentralized boutiques operate various stores and each processes and ships its own orders. It’s 
the most usual type for boutiques that operate stores in different cities or countries. If a customer 
orders several items from the same boutique, they only pay one shipping fee. This means that 
there will only be an AWB and that all the items must be shipped together. When this happens, 
and if the items are in different stores, the boutique must centralize the orders in one point 
before shipping it. 
 
,000%
10,000%
20,000%
30,000%
40,000%
All in one Centralized Decentralized
Store Type
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Hybrid 
A Hybrid is a boutique that operates several stores but only ships orders from some of them. 
The other stores ship their orders from centralized shipping points. This type of boutique is a 
mix between the decentralized and the centralized boutique type. It’s the most unusual type of 
boutique setup and there is no boutique within Farfetch’s top 60 with this boutique type. 
3.6 Conclusions 
Boutiques play a key role on Farfetch’s success. Even if Farfetch achieves perfect performance 
on its processes, the company can fail to deliver an excellent service level if the boutiques don’t 
perform accordingly. December’s results proved that the boutiques were nearing their order 
processing capacity with the increased sales volume. It is essential that Speed of Sending values 
remain high, since they have a direct relationship with NPS and the repurchase rate as sustained 
by the data represented on Table 2. 
 
Speed of 
Sending net 
0 to 2 days 2 to 3 days 3 to 4 days 4 to 5 days >5 days 
NPS 87% 82% 77% 63% 52% 
Repurchase 
Rate 
27% 26,3% 25,7% 23% 20% 
Table 2 – Relation between the Speed of Sending, NPS and Repurchase Rate 
Farfetch, discovered a good way to improve sales and wants to explore the dynamics of 
promotions without compromising their service level. Boutiques must adapt their setups to face 
future seasonal peaks. Therefore it is essential that the boutique performance is analysed and 
new capacity measurement tools are developed. With these and combining them with forecast 
data, proactive actions may be taken and service levels assured throughout peak periods. 
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4 Developed solutions 
4.1 Boutique Capacity Measurement Method 
The first part of this project consisted in the development of a method that helps assess the 
maximum amount of orders that a boutique is able to send. This method should be applicable 
to every boutique and integrated in a tool usable by everyone inside the company. 
4.1.1 Process analysis and data gathering 
The order processing capacity of each boutique is the conjugation of several variables, such as 
personnel, number of stores, available space and more. One of the possible ways of solving this 
problem would be the identification and measurement of all these variables, for each boutique. 
Evaluating all this information for all partner boutiques is not possible, as they are independent 
and are willing to share different levels of operational data. Also, some of these variables can 
only be measured in loco and visiting all these places would be impossible in such a short period 
of time, since there are more than 300 boutiques in over 25 countries. Since the developed 
method should be applicable to all the partner boutiques, it was decided that the method should 
be based on historical data, stored in Farfetch Databases (DB). 
For the boutique, the order processing has 3 time consuming tasks: picking the item, packing 
the item and printing the needed documentation. An interesting approach would be analysing 
which of these tasks is the bottleneck of the process. To do that, it would be necessary to 
measure how much time the boutique takes to do these tasks. Farfetch only stores the date and 
the time on which each step was confirmed on the system. These data do not correspond directly 
to any of the mentioned above tasks. This way it is not possible with the available data to verify 
how much time each task took. 
After a more careful analysis of the order processing and after talking to several AM and PS, it 
was possible to infer that the bottleneck of order processing is the packing. Printing the 
documents can be made for several orders at a single time. A similar thing happens with picking 
the item. The employee may go to the store and collect several items at the same time. Packing 
the item can only be done for a single item each time. Also, given the fact that the customer 
never deals physically with the boutique and Farfetch, the quality of the packing is vital to the 
service quality. This way, boutiques take special care when packing the item.   
There are mainly two resources that affect the packing: employees and boxes. Given the limited 
space boxes occupy, those can and are stocked in large quantities by the boutiques. On the other 
hand, the boutique has a limited number of employees available. Although some boutiques have 
employees that only do Farfetch related tasks, there are still many boutiques with lower order 
volumes where the employers do both Farfetch related and Farfetch non-related tasks. This 
way, it can be assumed that only one resource restricts the order processing.  
In a situation where there is only one resource limiting the processing capacity, it is expected 
that when the demand increases the production also increases. Once the production is working 
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on its full capacity it stops matching the demand and stabilizes, even if the demand keeps rising. 
Figure 10 demonstrates graphically a situation like this. 
 
Figure 10 – Relation between the production and demand with 1 bottleneck 
To test if a similar situation happens with the boutiques, a similar scatter graph was developed 
for 6 boutiques. To guarantee the significance of the sample, boutiques were chosen according 
to 2 different criteria: results and boutique type. One boutique of each type was chosen. It was 
assumed that a boutique had a good result if its SLA Speed of Sending was above 96% while it 
was bad if it was below 90%.  
For privacy issues, the boutiques' real names won't be used. Instead, each boutique will have a 
letter associated. This information can be seen in Table 3. 
 
 Boutique Type Result SLA Speed of Sending 
Boutique A All in One Good 99,0% 
Boutique B All in One\ Bad 89,3% 
Boutique C Centralized Good 96,6% 
Boutique D Centralized Bad 85,64% 
Boutique E Decentralized Good 96,27% 
Boutique F Decentralized Bad 87,6% 
Table 3 – Boutiques used for testing results 
In the y-axis it was used the number of orders sent by the boutique that day. The x-axis 
represents the number of orders on Pipeline. The Pipeline corresponds to all the orders that have 
been placed on that boutique and haven’t still been sent. Each dot in the graph represents the 
Pipeline and the Number of orders sent in a given day. The data was sorted according to the 
pipeline from the lowest value to the highest value. 
Packing the items is a manual job. The packing time differs according to the item category and 
characteristics. For example, an item of a delicate fabric requires a better and more robust 
packing than a regular pair of shoes. This means that the maximum quantity of orders a boutique 
can process each day varies according to the items they pack that day. This way, it is expected 
that the boutique’s processing capacity is not constant. It slightly fluctuates. 
In some of the graphs, it is possible to observe some outliers to the expected behaviour, namely 
on boutique B, boutique C and boutique F. For those boutiques, there are some days where a 
relatively big number of orders was sent, compared to what they usually send. These can be 
explained by the fact that some boutiques also work during the Weekend and during Bank 
Holidays. This is a common practice for Farfetch partner boutiques during periods of high 
demand. As there are no deliveries during those days, the extra orders that were processed are 
sent on the next day with delivery together with the orders processed in that day. Those data 
points reflect the work capacity of more than an ordinary day of work. The outliers that 
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corresponded to Mondays or the working day after a bank holiday were excluded from the 
graphs. The original graphs with the outliers can be consulted on Appendix A. The graphs 
without outliers can be seen below on Figure 11. 
 
Figure 11 –Relation between the order on pipeline and the sent orders 
Boutique B, C, D, E and F show the expected behaviour. It is clearly possible to observe that 
the number of sent orders stabilizes even though the number of orders on the pipeline keeps 
rising.  
According to the characteristics of order processing of each boutique type, it is expected that 
decentralized stores show a different behaviour than their centralized and all in one 
counterparts. For both the centralized and all in one stores, the packaging is made in one place, 
with the same resources. In the decentralized stores, the packaging is made in different places 
and each place uses different resources. Thus it is logical that each pickup point has its own 
processing limit. This hypothesis is sustained by the graphs below on Figure 12. In these graphs, 
the data is presented by pickup point. Both boutique E and boutique F have 2 pickup points. 
These graphs are produced as if each pickup point was an independent boutique. 
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Figure 12 - Relation between the order on pipeline and the sent orders by pickup point 
From the analysis of the graphs above, one can assume that decentralized boutiques must be 
analysed by pickup point. 
Boutiques B, C, D, E (pickup point 2) and F show the expected behaviour, with a clear limit to 
the capacity of processing orders. In Boutique A and Boutique E (pickup point 1) it is only 
possible to observe a linear relationship between the pipeline and the number of orders sent. 
One possible explanation for this is that these boutiques have never been in a situation where 
their resources weren't enough for the demand they had. This is likely to happen in big boutiques 
that can easily assign extra employees from the shop floor to the packaging, whenever needed.  
The boutiques can be divided into two different groups. The first corresponds to the boutiques 
that have reached the limit of their processing capacity on the past. Their processing capacity 
can be estimated using the relation between the pipeline and sent orders. The second group 
consists of boutiques that have never reached their maximum capacity in the past. Although it 
is not possible to infer their processing capacity using this method, it is possible to verify that 
up until some amount of orders they have no problem. 
4.1.2 Method definition 
After the various analysis described in 4.1.1, it was decided that the method would use the 
relationship between the number of orders on pipeline and the number of sent orders, to assess 
what is the maximum processing capacity of the boutiques. It will not require any data that is 
already not collected by the company and stored in its databases. Also, it will be possible to 
assess extra information that will be valuable to the boutiques.  
For clarification reasons, there was the need to define a nomenclature system. The point/day 
where the boutique capacity starts to be fully used will be from now on called break point. The 
region that includes all the days in which the boutique is processing orders at its maximum 
capacity is called saturation phase. The week where more days are within the saturation phase, 
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is called the crisis week. In Figure 13 it is possible to observe the break point, by the red dot, 
and the saturation phase. 
 
Figure 13 – Break point and saturation phase representation 
As mentioned before, the developed method aims at assessing what is the processing capacity 
of a boutique. It can be summarized in the following 5 points: 
1. Calculate the number of sent orders and the number of orders on pipeline for each day; 
2. Sort the values from the lowest number of orders on the pipeline to the highest; 
3. Identify break point; 
4. Calculate the sent orders average, beyond the break point; 
5. Recalculate the sent orders average, without outliers. 
Two pressure points in the method can be acknowledged: identifying the break point and 
identifying the outliers. 
 Identifying the break point  
The periods with the highest demand are during the sales period, which happens at the end of 
each season. They are usually characterized by a big increase in orders in just one day. It is not 
uncommon that the number of boutique orders increase by more than 500% in the first day of 
sale. With the increase in the demand also the boutique’s response increases, until the maximum 
capacity of the boutique is reached. When this happens, a disproportionate increase in the 
number of orders on pipeline occurs.  After this stage, and while the boutique remains in this 
situation, the pipeline will increase while the number of sent orders remains constant. 
To identify the break point, one must find where the pipeline starts to largely increase and the 
number of sent orders stabilizes.  
Identify and eliminate outliers 
The outliers are days where the quantity of orders sent is well above the processing limit of the 
store. Usually, these are days where the quantity of sent orders corresponds to more than one 
day of work. This usually happens when a boutique works on the weekend or during bank 
holidays. It might also happen when a boutique had an extra employee for a particular day or 
worked a significant number of extra hours.  
As the goal of this method is assessing the processing capacity of the boutique, all the data 
considered should correspond to the same time frame. When a store works during the weekend, 
during bank holidays or a significant amount of extra hours, there is no information about how 
many extra hours the boutique spent processing orders. This means that the boutique, for 
example, could have worked an extra morning, an extra afternoon or just a couple of extra 
hours. So, the quantity of extra sent orders on the days that correspond to the outliers, comes 
from an unspecified quantity of extra hours. Since there is no data available, it is not possible 
to treat the outliers and convert them into the same time frame as the other days. This way, all 
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the possible outliers that might affect the outcome of the method must be analysed and, if proven 
an outlier, eliminated. 
The number of sent orders varies during the week, mainly because the number of orders that 
enter the system, also varies. This means that, for example, the same quantity of sent orders can 
be an outlier on a Wednesday but not an outlier on a Monday. Therefore, to identify if in a day 
an abnormally large number of orders was processed, there was the need to take this into 
consideration. 
To see how much the weekday impacts the number of sent orders, the percentage of sent orders 
on each weekday, for the top 60 boutiques, was analysed for 3 months. The results can be 
consulted below on Table 4. 
 
Weekday February 2015 March 2015 April 2015 
Monday 30% 29% 20% 
Tuesday 21% 22% 23% 
Wednesday 18% 18% 23% 
Thursday 15% 15% 20% 
Friday 15% 16% 13% 
Saturday 0% 1% 1% 
Table 4 – Sent orders distribution by weekday 
No visible differences can be observed when comparing February and March. Yet, on April, 
the % of sent orders on a Monday and on a Friday fall. This can be explained by the fact that 
April had two bank holidays - Easter Friday and Easter Monday. Six out of the top 10 Farfetch 
markets on the supply side - which account for 74% of the sales volume - had no deliveries on 
Easter Monday. The remaining 4 countries of the top 10 - which account for 20% - had no 
deliveries during Easter Friday. This way, April was not considered for any calculations. 
There are orders sent on Saturdays because Farfetch has partner boutiques in some Asian 
countries, where the weekend is on Sunday and Monday. Since the percentage of sent orders 
on a Saturday is almost nonexistent, it is considered that a Saturday should be considered like 
a Friday. 
If no weekly trend existed, each day should account for 20% of the sent orders (again, Saturday 
is not counted as it represents a minimal percentage of the orders). To calculate how much more 
orders are expected to be sent each weekday, the percentual difference between the expected 
(20%) and the real number of sent orders is calculated. These can be consulted below on Table 
5. 
 
Weekday Used 
Monday 47% 
Tuesday 7% 
Wednesday -10% 
Thursday -25% 
Friday -22% 
Saturday -22% 
Table 5 – Used relation 
Using the data calculated above it is possible to assess if a boutique worked during a bank 
holiday.  
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4.1.3 Tool integration 
One of the requirements for this method is that it should be usable by everyone in the company. 
Microsoft Excel® is used throughout Farfetch and allows the direct integration of data from the 
DB through a SQL query. Also, automated procedures can be coded via Macros, using the 
programming language Visual Basic for Applications (VBA). Because of the above mentioned 
capabilities and advantages within the company, the method was integrated in a Microsoft Excel 
Workbook. 
The workbook contains 2 base worksheets, called “Data” and “Template”. The first worksheet 
contains the data table directly connected to the DB. The Template worksheet can be seen in 
Figure 14. 
 
Figure 14 – Template worksheet 
The macro associated with the “Run Method” button requires some information by the user, 
namely the period the analysis should cover. This is useful because one might only want to 
analyse a certain period, if he knows that a boutique only had problems sending their orders in 
a determined date or if he knows that the boutique changed its setup and wants to analyse its 
behaviour after the change. The predefined date corresponds to 01/09/2014 since it was when 
service 2.0 was initiated. The worksheet also has 2 checkboxes where one can choose other 
forms of presentation and documentation of the results. The extras that can be chosen are a 
sheet with detailed graphs about the store and the possibility of exporting the result sheet.  
When the method is run, a "Result" worksheet is generated. An example of the “Result” 
worksheet is portrayed on Figure 15. 
 
Figure 15 – Result worksheet 
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Other than the order processing capacity, two extra aspects are calculated: the maximum 
quantity of orders ever sent and when was the crisis week. The crisis week is the week where 
most days in a row are in the saturation phase. This concept was introduced for accuracy 
purposes. When the boutique works at its maximum capacity for several days, it is expectable 
that its human resources start to get tired and process less orders. Having that in mind, only the 
days of the crisis week are taken into account, when calculating the boutique’s performance 
capacity. In the results sheet, the days of the crisis week are included. This way, one can connect 
the dates of the crisis days with the specific promotions that happened. 
The day when the boutique sent the maximum quantity of orders is also shown, as well as if it 
was after a holiday or a weekend. The last information is calculated since it is interesting for 
the boutiques. With this information, they can associate that to how many extra hours and how 
many extra employees they had working when that result was achieved.  
The “Graphs” worksheet has 3 different possible graphs: the graph similar to the ones on Figure 
11 for the boutique; the same graph but with only the days in the saturation phase represented; 
and the evolution of the pipeline, the number of sent orders and the processing capacity, during 
the crisis week. 
According to the boutique’s situation, only some of the graphs might be available. For example, 
if a boutique has never reached its maximum processing capacity, only the relation between the 
pipeline and sent orders will be shown. 
An example of the Graphs present in the worksheet can be seen in Appendix B. 
4.1.4 Method Coding 
In this section, the most important parts of the code are explained, including the procedure used 
for each.  
SQL query development 
The first part of the coding consisted on the development of the SQL query that would retrieve 
the needed data from the DB. The SQL query was adapted during the coding, so it would have 
everything that was needed. The query retrieves the following data/columns: 
 Boutique Order – internal id each order has; 
 Created date and time – date (dd-mm-yyyy format) and time (hh:mm:ss format) in 
which the order entered the system; 
 Send date and time – date (dd-mm-yyyy format) and time (hh:mm:ss format) in which 
the order was picked up by the courier; 
 Speed of sending net 
The SQL query can be consulted in Appendix C. 
Calculating the pipeline and the pickup time 
For accuracy purposes, the pipeline used only consists on the number of orders on the system 
before the pickup hour. It would have not made sense if the orders that entered the system after 
the pickup hour were counted, since the boutique would have not been able to process these 
orders that day.  
Since the Pickup time is not the same every day – for reasons external to Farfetch and the 
partner boutique – there is the need to calculate the pickup time for each day. Also, in days with 
a big number of orders, some boutiques request a double pickup by the courier company. This 
means that the courier company will go to the boutique twice, once in the morning and another 
time in the afternoon. Although the delivery courier must scan every order on site, when it is 
picked up, this action is prone to failure. When this happens, the order is only scanned in the 
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courier warehouse, usually a few hours later. On Figure 16 it is possible to see the distribution 
of the percentage of sent orders in an example day, where the pickup hour was at 4pm. As it is 
possible to see, a small percentage of orders was only scanned at 9pm, when the boutique was 
already closed. This means that it was scanned at the warehouse and not at the boutique.  
 
Figure 16 - Percentage of orders sent by hour 
If the delivery courier scanned every order on site, the pickup hour would be considered the 
hour when the last order was scanned. Since this does not happen, another form of calculating 
was developed. Given the fact that no orders can be shipped between 20pm and 7am (the 
boutiques are closed) the percentage of orders sent within this range are orders that were only 
scanned in the warehouse. From January to March, 4,46% of the orders were scanned within 
the mentioned time frame. Therefore, it was defined that the pickup hour would be considered 
to be the last hour where at least 10% of the orders sent that day were shipped. That percentage 
was chosen because it represented a significant percentage of orders and excluded the orders 
that were not scanned on site. 
The VBA code for this procedure can be seen in Figure 17. 
 
Figure 17 - Pickup hour calculation procedure 
 Calculating the break point 
As mentioned before, to define the break point one must find where the pipeline starts to largely 
increase and the number of sent orders stabilizes. As the number of sent orders slightly varies 
within the saturation phase, there was the need to define up until which variation in the sent 
orders is acceptable. Also, when the boutique reaches the saturation phase, there is a 
disproportionate increase in the pipeline. Therefore, there was also the need to identify from 
which increase in the pipeline a point would be considered the break point. 
To define the values used for these variations, the processing capacity for 8 boutiques was 
calculated manually. Then, 5 different combinations of values for the allowed pipeline variation 
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and for the variation in the number of sent orders were calculated. The one that best identified 
the break point in most situations was the variation of 20% in the pipeline and 10% in the 
number of sent orders, which is the combination used. 
To define which is the break point, the following procedure was defined: 
1. Sort the number of orders on Pipeline in descending order; 
2. Loop through every value, starting in the day with the highest pipeline; 
3. If the pipeline of the next day in the series (of descending pipeline) is at least 
20% inferior to the pipeline of the analysed day and the difference in the number 
of sent orders is less than 10%, this point is defined as the break point. Stop the 
procedure when this point is found; 
The VBA code for this procedure can be seen below on Figure 18. 
 
Figure 18 - Identifying the break point procedure 
For accuracy purposes it was decided that a boutique must have at least 3 points in the saturation 
phase. Assessing that the number of sent orders stabilized with only 2 values will probably lead 
into concluding that a boutique has reached its maximum order processing capacity when it has 
not. 
After the break point calculation 3 possible situations might happen: 
 If there are at least 3 points within the saturation phase, the tool continues normally; 
 If there are 2 or less points within the saturation phase, the tool returns a message. The 
message says that the data is not conclusive enough and, therefore, the processing 
capacity can’t be accurately calculated. It also says that the boutique might have never 
been in a situation where their resources are fully used. Still, the number and the day 
where the maximum number of orders was sent is calculated shown at the Results 
worksheet; 
 If there is no break point the program returns a message saying that the store has never 
been in a situation where its resources were being used at its maximum capacity. Still, 
the maximum number of orders ever sent is calculated and shown at the Results 
worksheet. 
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Identify and eliminate the outliers 
To identify the outliers, the following procedure was used: 
1. Identify the weekday of every day inside the saturation phase; 
2. Calculate the average of sent orders inside the saturation phase; 
3. For every day above the saturation phase, assess if the number of sent orders is 
above the outlier limit – explained below. If it's above the outlier limit and it is 
a Monday or the day after a bank holiday, eliminate it. 
4. If an outlier was found, redo step 2 and 3. 
The outlier limit is the value from which, if more orders are sent, the day analysed is considered 
an outlier. Therefore, the outlier limit should be calculated as the expected number of sent 
orders for a normal day, incremented by the increase expect of the extra work. It is assumed 
that a boutique will work at least half a day, when working during the weekend or during a bank 
holiday. Thus, the expected number of sent orders is multiplied by a factor of 1,5.  The outlier 
limit is calculated as shown below on the following equation: 
𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑟 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 = 𝐴𝑣𝑔 ∗ (1 + 𝑤𝑓) ∗ 1,5 
 (4.1) 
Where: 
 Avg – average of sent orders within the saturation phase; 
 Wf – weekday factor. 
Point 2 is redone if an outlier is found, in order to adjust the average of sent orders. All the 
points above the saturation phase are analysed again, as the outlier limit shrunk.   
If, after eliminating the outliers, there are less than 2 points within the saturation phase, the 
method stops and returns a message saying that the results are inconclusive with this data and 
that the processing capacity can’t be accurately calculated. 
The code for this part can be seen below in Figure 19. 
 
Figure 19 – Outliers identification and elimination procedure 
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4.2 Boutique Capacity Needs 
The second part of this project consisted in the development of a tool that would assess how 
many orders the boutiques should be able to send, to meet the Speed of Sending targets. This is 
based on the demand forecasts that the user must insert into the tool. 
As with the method before, this tool should be applicable to every boutique and be usable by 
everyone in Farfetch. 
4.2.1 Procedure 
The procedure uses as inputs: 
 The forecasts in terms of orders per day; 
 The start and end date of the period; 
 The estimated processing capacity of the boutique; 
 The speed of sending target for that period; 
 The boutique pickup hour. 
The result is the required processing capacity, in terms of orders processed daily – the needed 
processing capacity. The procedure can be summarized in the following 6 phases: 
1. Define which days have no deliveries; 
2. Create orders, according to the forecast; 
3. Define up until which time each order must be sent – the must send date; 
4. For each day and according to the boutique performance capacity, calculate how 
many orders are sent each day and how many are sent outside the target; 
5. Calculate the Speed of Sending for each day; 
6. If the target is not met, increase the processing capacity by 50 orders and redo 
phase 4 and phase 5 until the target is met; 
The most critical phases of the above mentioned procedure are phase 2, phase 3 and phase 4, 
which are further explained below 
 Phase 2 
During this phase, the procedure creates fictional orders according to the inputted forecasts by 
the user. Each order is attributed a code number, the day it entered the system - order date - and 
the hour it entered the system - order time. As the company's internal targets are set in SLA 
speed of sending (% of orders sent with a speed of sending net below 2 days), defining the hour 
that an order enters the system is fundamental for the correct definition of the boutique's needed 
processing capacity. 
To define how this should be assigned to the orders, the hourly distribution of new orders from 
January to April was analysed. It showed that there are no considerable variations in the 
distribution. This behaviour was expected since during the period, the geographical distribution 
of the clients remained constant. Therefore, the hourly distribution was defined according to 
the average of the 4 mentioned months. The hours are expressed in the GMT time zone.  The 
used distribution is presented below, in Table 6. 
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12am 1am 2am 3am 4am 5am 6am 7am 8am 9am 10am 11am 
3,43% 3,48
% 
3,34
% 
3,61
% 
3,57
% 
3,37
% 
3,26% 3,49
% 
3,81
% 
3,85
% 
3,96% 3,96% 
12pm 1pm 2pm 3pm 4pm 5pm 6pm 7pm 8pm 9pm 10pm 11pm 
4,12% 4,60
% 
5,13
% 
5,45
% 
5,53
% 
5,18
% 
4,90% 4,75
% 
4,51
% 
4,59
% 
4,23% 3,85% 
Table 6 – Distribution of new orders hours 
Phase 3 
The must send date is the last day where an order can be sent with a Speed of sending net below 
2 days. Theoretically, if the order creation weekday is on a Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday it 
needs to be sent two weekdays after. As the weekends are not taken into account, if it is on a 
Thursday or Friday it must be sent Monday and Tuesday respectively. Finally, if an order date 
weekday is a Saturday or a Sunday, it must be sent until Tuesday. 
Given the fact that usually only one pickup occurs during each day, if the pickup hour is after 
the order time (the hour the order entered the system), the order will have a Speed of sending 
net above 2 days when sent. For example, if an order entered the system in a Tuesday at 4 am 
and the pickup hour is at 4pm, the order will have a Speed of sending net of 2,5 days if sent 
Thursday.  
Therefore, the orders can be split into two distinct groups, according to the relation between the 
pickup hour and the order time. For this procedure, it is assumed that only one daily pickup 
occurs. This way, it is possible to determine up until which weekday an order must be sent, 
according to the weekday it was created. Table 7, shows in which weekday an order must be 
sent, according to the weekday it was created. 
 Must Send Weekday 
Weekday Created Order Time > Pickup Hour Order Time < Pickup Hour 
Monday + Time Wednesday  Tuesday 
Tuesday + Time Thursday Wednesday 
Wednesday + Time Friday  Thursday 
Thursday +Time Monday  Friday 
Friday + Time Tuesday  Monday 
Saturday + Time Tuesday Tuesday 
Sunday + Time Tuesday  Tuesday 
Table 7 – Must send weekday according to weekday and pickup hour 
Another factor that affects the must send date are bank holidays. These are treated like a 
weekend day and aren't counted for the speed of sending net. If an order enters the system 
during a holiday its must send date will be two days after, no matter the order time.  
Phase 4 
During this phase the send date of the orders is defined. It is assumed that the boutique processes 
the orders using a first in first out (FIFO) logic. For each day, where orders can be sent, the 
pipeline before the pickup hour is calculated. If it is bigger than the processing capacity, it is 
assumed that the number of sent orders that day is equal to the processing capacity. If the 
pipeline is inferior, it is assumed that the number of sent orders is equal to the pipeline before 
the pickup hour.  
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After that, and also for each day with deliveries, the number of orders sent after the must send 
date is calculated. This number divided by the percentage of sent orders represents the % of 
orders sent with a speed of sending net of 2 days.  
4.2.2 Tool integration  
Microsoft excel was again chosen as the basis for this tool, since it allows procedure coding 
through Macros and is used by everyone in the company.  
The method is integrated in a Microsoft Excel workbook. The workbook has 4 worksheets: 
“Template”, “Boutiques”, “Holidays” and “Hours”. The template sheet is the only one 
accessible to the common user. In this worksheet, the user must provide some information, as 
can be seen below on Figure 20. 
 
Figure 20 – Template worksheet 
The “Estimated Pipeline 1st day” consists on how many orders are expected to be on the pipeline 
at the beginning of the first day of analysis. This value is important, since these orders will be 
processed and will use resources during the analysis period. The “Processing capacity” consists 
on how many orders the boutique is able to send with its current resources. This value should 
be calculated using the method developed above. If the method was unable to deliver a result, 
the day with most orders sent, that is not an outlier, should be used.  
The first combo box holds a list with all of Farfetch’s partner boutiques. This combo box is 
linked to the “Boutiques” worksheet. This worksheet stores the list of boutiques and in which 
country they are located. The country where the boutique is located is important, since each 
country has specific bank holidays where no deliveries are made. A list of all the bank holidays 
of all countries with Farfetch partner boutiques is available in the worksheet “Holidays”. The 
“Hours” worksheet stores the information related to the percentual distribution of the orders, 
according to the hours of the day. In the second combo box the user must select which is the 
boutique pickup hour.  
The user must provide the information on which days he wants the analysis to be made and how 
many new orders have been forecasted for that day. Only days with a forecast for new orders 
will be accepted. In the “SoS target”, the user must input the Speed of sending target for the 
period in analysis. 
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Finally, the last required input is if the boutique will be working on Saturdays and Sundays. If 
the boutique only works one extra weekend day, it is assumed that their processing capacity 
doubles on Monday. If it works the full weekend, it is assumed that the processing capacity 
triples. 
When the macro associated with the “Should Send” button is run, a message box appears saying 
what the needed processing capacity of the boutique is. Also, a worksheet named “Orders” is 
created. In it, there’s a resume table for each iteration. In each table and for each day, there’s 
the information of how many orders were created that day, how many orders were sent, how 
many orders were sent late and the speed of sending result. An example table can be seen on 
Table 8. 
 
Table 8 – Processed orders table example 
The information on this table useful if one wants to do a more detailed analysis and send 
information to the boutique on how many orders they will have on Pipeline. 
4.3 Boutique Score 
The sales period is the most critical for boutiques performance. Yet, a store might also 
underperform during other periods. There are mainly two types of factors that can cause this: 
operational or promotional.  
Operational factors are the ones related to the boutiques resources and order processing. For 
example, if an employee usually in charge of processing orders is on vacation it is expected that 
the boutique’s performance decreases.  
Promotional factors are the ones related to special marketing campaigns during the year. For 
example, usually once a month there is a promotional campaign called Free Shipping, where 
the customer does not pay any fees for the order shipping. During this period, boutiques’ 
demand usually doubles.  
It is also possible that stores underperform for no apparent reason.  
Potential underperformance situations, primarily when caused by operational factors, are hard 
to predict. Currently, these are only detected once the boutique underperforms. Any action taken 
by then is usually late and the underperformance situation may continue for more days. To 
foresee future danger situations a new indicator, called Boutique Score, was developed. Its main 
requisite is that it should react hastily so corrective actions can be taken as soon as possible. 
Since performance is measured on a daily basis, this indicator should be designed so it can also 
be used on a daily basis.    
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4.3.1 Possible factors analysis 
A boutique underperforms if it fails its speed of sending targets. To ultimately detect if a 
boutique is on the verge of underperforming, the new indicator should measure the factors that 
affect speed of sending. Those factors can be divided in two groups: setup factors and variable 
factors. The first are mostly related to the boutique structure and are hardly changeable. These 
evaluate if a boutique is prone to underperform. The second group of factors are related to day-
to-day situations, and evaluate the current situation of the boutique. 
On a first phase several possible factors were determined. They can be seen below on Figure 
21. 
 
Figure 21 – Tested factors 
Each factor was analysed and, if it was needed, it was tested. The top 60 boutiques in terms of 
orders were analysed for 3 different weeks. The weeks were chosen so they would represent 
different periods. The chosen weeks were: 
 Normal week with no promotional campaigns - This week will be from now one 
referred to as NW; 
 Week with a free shipping campaign - This week will be from now one referred 
to as FSW; 
 Week after a free shipping campaign - This week will be from now one referred 
to as AFW; 
To standardize the KPI, each factor was given a different weight according to its importance. 
The sum of all is 1. Within each factor, several scores are possible, according to the boutique’s 
characteristics/performance. More on the definition of these scores is explained below. 
Boutique type 
Each boutique has its pros and cons. It is expected that some boutique types are more adequate 
to handle certain order volumes than others. For example, a centralized boutique is not expected 
to work well with a high order volume. This happens since all the items must be centralized 
before the packaging stage, which leaves the boutiques with less time to perform the most 
critical stages of order processing and effectively reduces their order processing capacity. 
The obtained results organized by boutique type can be consulted on Table 9. 
Boutique Type SLA SOS average 
week NW 
SLA SOS average week 
FSW 
SLA SOS average 
Week AFW 
All in one 95,95% 96,75% 94,80% 
Centralized 94,92% 94,46% 94,82% 
Decentralized 93,81% 96,18% 95,10% 
Average 94,90% 95,80% 94,91% 
Table 9 – Speed of sending results by boutique type 
Setup Factors
• Boutique Type
• Pickup Time
• Average Orders per 
employee
Day to Day Factors
• Organization
• Distance to Limit
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No considerable differences can be observed between the result of each boutique type and the 
performance average. Also, every boutique type delivers results above the average and below 
the average.  
As mentioned before, the result should be related to the boutique type and the number of orders 
the boutique has. To test this, the boutiques were divided into order bands, according to how 
many orders the boutique had that week. The order bands were defined so each band would 
have approximately the same number of boutiques. A boutique might belong to an order band 
in a week and belong to another in the next week. The results obtained can be seen on Table 
10. 
Boutique 
Type 
Order Band 
SLA SOS 
average 
week NW 
SLA SOS 
average 
week FSW 
SLA SOS 
average 
week AFW 
All 
Weeks 
Average 
All in one 
0 - 100 95,36% 98,95% 98,36% 97,56% 
100 - 150 96,21% 97,79% 96,34% 96,78% 
150 - 300 97,39% 94,01% 98,15% 96,51% 
300 - 1000 95,67% 96,35% 94,97% 95,66% 
Centralized 
0 - 100 94,91% 93,78% 92,80% 93,83% 
100 - 150 98,48% 94,77% 97,23% 96,83% 
150 - 300 94,80% 95,77% 93,95% 94,84% 
300 - 1000 94,22% 92,71% 94,67% 93,87% 
Decentralized 
0 - 100 91,77% 95,25% 94,74% 93,92% 
100 - 150 96,08% 96,01% 94,11% 95,40% 
150 - 300 98,25% 97,54% 96,11% 97,30% 
300 - 1000 97,74% 96,75% 98,51% 97,67% 
Table 10 – Speed of sending results by boutique type and order band 
A few conclusions might be drawn from the results analysis. All in one boutiques’ performance 
decreases with the increase of orders. One possible explanation is that these boutiques are 
usually smaller and have fewer resources available than their decentralized or centralized 
counterparts. This means that these boutiques will have less space available to process orders 
and less manpower to allocate to the increasing number of orders. 
Centralized boutiques don’t perform well with small or large amounts of orders. Both these 
situations can be explained by the need to centralize the items. With a small amount of orders, 
there might not be enough quantity to centralize the items each day and that it might be costly 
to do so when compared to the generated revenue. With a large amount of orders, the boutiques 
will have less time to process the orders as they take time to centralize them.  
Decentralized boutiques don’t work well for low numbers of orders but are the boutique type 
that delivers the best results for high volumes of orders. When the number of orders is low, each 
store will have few orders to process daily. This means that the store’s staff will probably not 
be very committed to Farfetch and its experience and knowledge on order processing won't be 
good. As mentioned before, decentralized boutiques must be analysed as a group of all in one 
boutiques. This means that a decentralized boutique with a high number of orders is, in fact, a 
group of all in one boutiques with a medium amount of orders. As seen before, this type of 
boutiques deals well with a medium number of orders. 
The scores for the boutique type factor were decided according to the relations established 
between the boutique type and the order band. The decided scores for the boutique type can be 
seen on Table 11. 
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Boutique 
Type/Order 
Band 
0-100 100-150 150-300 300-1000 
All in One 0 0 0 -0,5 
Centralized -0,5 0 0 -1 
Decentralized -1 -0,5 0 1 
Table 11 – Boutique type scores according to order band and boutique type 
  
 Distance to Limit 
This factor measures directly how close the boutique was to underperform the day before. To 
measure this, the percentage of orders sent the day before with a speed of sending between 1,8 
days and 2 days is used. This Speed of Sending range (between 1,8 days and 2 days) is called, 
from now on, the limit zone. It is expected that the greater the percentage of orders is on the 
limit zone in day “n” the more the boutique is prone to underperform on day “n+1”.  
In a situation where a big number of orders was sent within the limit zone it is expected that the 
boutique will underperform the next day, if there are still many orders on pipeline. 
The top 60 boutiques’ performance was analysed for the month of March. During it, there were 
22 days with deliveries (days where boutiques could underperform). Since 60 boutiques were 
analysed, this means that there were a total of 1318 days where the boutiques could have 
underperformed – there was a country with 2 boutiques within the top that had a bank holiday 
in March. Out of the 1318 days, there were 262 days where the boutiques actually 
underperformed (the target for March was 96% of orders sent with a SoS<2 days).  
On a first overview, it was found that, up until approximately 3% of orders in the limit zone, 
there was no effect on the next day’s performance. With this, it was tested on how many of the 
262 days of underperformance the percentage of orders in the limit zone was above 3%. This 
happened on 134 cases (51,15% of the total).  
Since the objective of boutique score is to detect possible boutique underperformance before it 
happens, the analysis scope was reduced and underperformance days that occur after 
underperformance days are not included. There are 60 days within the new analysis scope. On 
51 cases (85,00% of the total) the % of orders within the limit zone is above 3%. With this data, 
it was decided that the percentage of orders in the limit zone was going to be used in the 
boutique score. 
To decide which scores and how they should be attributed to the factor, the data was divided in 
3 groups according to the percentage of orders sent within the limit zone. The following was 
concluded: 
 There are 12 cases with a percentage of orders sent within the limit zone between 
3% and 7%. Out of these, there is no relation in 4 of them (25%). It was decided 
that days within this range should be treated as having a high probability of 
underperformance on the next day; 
 There are 31 cases with a percentage of orders sent within the limit zone between 
7% and 10%. Out of these, there is no relation in 5 of them (16,39%). It was 
decided that days within this range should be treated as having a very high 
probability of underperformance on the next day; 
 There are 17 cases with a percentage of orders sent within the limit zone above 
10%. On all of these the relation was found. It was decided that days within this 
range should be treated 100% probable of underperforming the next day. 
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The following scores were defined for this factor, according to the percentage of orders sent 
within the limit zone. These can be seen in Table 12. 
  
Limit Zone 0%<X<3% 3%<X<7% 7%<X<10% X>10% 
Value 0 0,75 0,9 1 
Table 12 – Distance to limit scores 
Organization  
It is expected that boutiques process its orders according to a first in first out logic as boutiques 
are instructed to do so. When in a situation of underperformance, the boutiques usually start 
sending their orders on a more random order disregarding the FIFO logic. A problem with this 
approach is that orders get processed later than they should have been, increasing the number 
of orders sent after the target.  
The Organization factor is measured in the % of orders not sent with the FIFO rule. It is 
mathematically expressed as in the equation below: 
𝑂𝑟𝑔𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑂𝑢𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 
𝑂𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑡
 
(4.2) 
Where: 
 Out of order – number of orders that were sent not following the FIFO rule during the period; 
 Orders sent – total of sent orders during the period. 
To evaluate if the organization factor had an impact in the results, the test procedure adopted 
for the distance to limit factor was used. It was decided that up until 11% of orders processed 
not using the FIFO order is acceptable, since that is the total number of orders that are usually 
placed on hold or have an exception. A boutique creates an exception in an order when 
something out of their control happens, like the courier transport not passing through the 
boutique.  
The used percentages and respective weights can be seen in the Table 13. 
% 0%<X<11% 11%<X<25% 25%<X<50% 50%<X<75% 75%<x<100% 
Score 0 0,25 0,5 0,75 1 
Table 13 – Possible scores for the organization factor 
 Pickup Hour  
The pickup hour is one of the most defining features of a boutique’s setup. Except in periodic 
cases, the pickup occurs every day around the same time, since the courier companies have 
established daily routes. Given this fact, All in One and Decentralized boutiques can adapt their 
workforce and workload distribution, in order to maximize the number of daily processed and 
sent orders.  
It is expected that, if the courier company arrives much earlier than the usual pickup courier, 
the boutique will send a smaller number of orders that day. Also, the orders that would have 
been sent that day, can only be shipped the next day which might increase the number of orders 
sent with a speed of sending net above 2 days and ultimately lead to boutique 
underperformance.  
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If the pickup hour is after the usual time, the boutique might not have the same workforce 
available around the pickup hour and might have processed less orders per hour than they would 
have if the pickup was scheduled for the hour it occurred. Still, the boutique sends more orders 
than they normally would have sent which decreases the pipeline for the next day.  
The above mentioned situations do not affect centralized boutiques the same way. Given the 
need of centralizing items, the workload distribution cannot be adapted. Also, the sooner the 
pickup occurs, the sooner the boutique must centralized the items and more items will not be 
processed and sent that day. This might increase the number of orders sent above the SLA 
Speed of sending and leads to boutique underperformance. After collecting the opinions of 
several AM and PS, it was found that centralized boutiques are more likely to underperform if 
the pickup is before late afternoon – considered 5 pm here. 
Taken what was explained before into consideration, it was decided that the Pickup Hour factor 
would be included in the indicator and the values attributed can be seen in Table 14. The 
situations that are not mentioned in the table are attributed a value of 0. 
 
Boutique Type Situation Score 
All in One 
Pickup the day before, at 
least 2 hours before the 
supposed 
-0,25 
Centralized Pickup hour before 5pm -0,25 
Decentralized 
Pickup the day before, at 
least 2 hours before the 
supposed 
-0,25 
Table 14 – Pickup hour scores by boutique type 
 Average Orders per employee 
Empirically one can assume that a lower average of orders per employee is related to a better 
boutique performance, since there is more time available to process each order. The number of 
employees each boutique has working on order processing is not constant. For example, some 
boutiques allocate extra employees from the shop floor to the order processing, when needed. 
Also, other boutiques have employees that are not entirely dedicated to Farfetch. 
Therefore, there would be the need to determine how many work hours were dedicated to 
Farfetch each day by each boutique. Since this is not possible, given the level of operational 
information the boutiques are willing to share, this factor is not used in the boutique score.  
4.3.2 Boutique Score Testing 
Boutique score can be expressed mathematically as in equation below: 
𝐵𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑒 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =  ∑(𝑊𝑖 ∗ 𝐹𝑖)
4
𝑖=1
 
(4.3) 
Where: 
 Wi – the weight of the factor i; 
 Fi – the score of the factor i; 
In the boutique score, each factor has a weight associated and each factor is attributed a value, 
according to the explained above conditions. From the values that can be given to factor, the 
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lower the boutique score is the more the boutique is prone to underperform the next day. As 
mentioned before, Boutique score was tested during two free shipping campaigns, one during 
late April and the other during mid-May. 
During both campaigns, and for each day, the boutique score was calculated for every store in 
the top 60. Several weight combinations for each factor were tested daily. The boutique score 
values achieved by the boutiques were compared to whether the boutique underperformed or 
not.  
To evaluate which combination was the best, the following 3 parameters were calculated: 
 The underperformance value – the highest boutique score from the boutiques 
that actually underperformed that day. On other words, all the boutiques that 
underperformed had either an equal or lower boutique score than he 
underperformance value; 
 How many boutiques had a boutique score lower than the underperformance 
value – boutiques within the underperformance region; 
 How many of these effectively underperformed on the next day; 
The best combination of factors weights would be the one that had only had the boutiques that 
underperformed the next day within underperformance region. In case such combination does 
not exist, the used combination should be the one that has the less boutiques that did not 
underperformed within the underperformance region. 
The chosen combination can be seen on Table 15.  
 
Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 
0,125 0,125 0,5 0,25 
Table 15 - Chosen combination of weights for Boutique Score 
 
It was the combination that performed the best in all but one of the analysed days. The results 
it achieved by day can be seen on Table 16. 
 
Day 
Underperformance 
Value 
Boutiques within 
the 
underperformance 
region 
Boutiques within the 
underperformance region 
that did not underperform 
1 -15% 3 1 
2 -18% 5 1 
3 -17% 8 2 
4 -7% 2 0 
5 -20% 5 3 
6 -19% 9 2 
Table 16 - Chosen combination of weights performance 
The day in which the chosen combination of weights was not the best was on day 5, where 60% 
of the boutiques within the underperformance region did not underperform. With the data from 
these tests, it was decided that all the boutiques that presented a boutique score value below -
15% should be analysed. 
The boutiques that did not underperform the next day and had a low boutique score, are usually 
boutiques that had a big volume of orders on the pipeline and sent most of them. A relevant 
portion of the orders sent had a Speed of Sending of almost 2 days. This way, the next day’s 
pipeline would consist of almost only new orders that would be within the target of 2 days.  
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5 Conclusions and Future Projects 
A company that fails to reach its costumers expectations is a company doomed to fail. The 
luxury fashion consumer is a demanding one and expects nothing less than an exceptional first 
rate service. A speedy delivery, beautifully packed and a well-designed customer service 
become basic requirements in the luxury fashion business.  
Recognizing the importance of the partner boutiques, Farfetch is developing new tools for them. 
These promote and allow a better integration between Farfetch's business and its suppliers, the 
boutiques. 
5.1 Main Results and Conclusions 
With the tools developed during this project, Farfetch is now able to change its attitude 
regarding boutique’s performance from reactive to proactive.  
Using the tools explained in section 4.1 and 4.2, Farfetch can now inform the boutiques of:  
 The boutique’s actual processing capacity and when the boutique was working 
at its full capacity  
 What should their processing capacity be for a determined period; 
 What was the maximum amount of orders the boutique has ever sent and when 
did this happen. 
By crossing the information of what their processing capacity needs to be and what their current 
processing capacity is, the boutique is able to know if they need to increase their capacity. 
Another important advantage taken from these information, is that Farfetch can now better plan 
its marketing campaigns so the boutiques are still able to perform accordingly, with the 
increased demand. This way, Farfetch is able to obtain the maximum return possible from its 
operations. 
By knowing when they were working at their full capacity, they are able to know how many 
people they had and how many hours they were working to achieve those results. With the 
information of the maximum amount of orders they have ever sent and when it happened, they 
can find what were the resources used and the hours they worked to achieve that result. Using 
this information, the boutiques can make more informed decisions on what should they should 
do to cope with increased demand, namely during sale season.  
Although working in close collaboration with Farfetch, the partner boutiques are still 
independent and might not follow Farfetch’s instructions. This means that even if a boutique is 
informed and knows that their processing capacity is not enough, they still can do nothing. Still, 
for the SS15 sale season, the majority of the boutiques reinforced their teams. They also planned 
their extra working hours during the weekend, according to the forecasted demand and the 
resources they have. 
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The overall Speed of Sending results improved significantly when compared to the AW14 sale 
season, as it can be seen in Figure 22. Also, they were consistently above the target defined by 
the company. 
 
Figure 22 – SLA Speed of Sending comparison between AW14 and SS15 
The sale season is marked by a major influx of new orders and new customers. Improved 
performance and speed of delivery were reflected in a better perception of Farfetch’s service, 
which is revealed by the Net Promoter Score. As expected, the NPS results behaved according 
to the speed of sending results. Given the direct relationship between the NPS and the 
repurchase rate, Farfetch’s business benefited from the performance results achieved during 
SS15 sale season. The visual comparison between the NPS achieved during the first 4 weeks 
can be seen on Figure 23. 
 
Figure 23 - Net Promoter Score comparison between AW14 and SS15 
 
Performance measurement is an ever evolving task. Companies should not stop testing and 
improving their KPI and indicators. Currently, it is not possible to conclude if a boutique will 
underperform, directly from their Boutique Score. Still it is a good predicitve indicator of which 
boutiques might be a problem. If the boutique score is calculated early in the day, it is possible 
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to analyse which of these boutiques are most likely to underperform and the information can be 
passed to the responsible PS. Then, he can warn the boutique of their situation and they can 
adopt measures like working some extra hours that day, or trying to delay the pickup so more 
orders can be processed and shipped. 
The results obtained through the daily usage of the boutique score and the real results should 
be analysed. With them, valuable conclusions can be drawn that help with the remodelling of 
the used factor weights and scores. In the future, when the boutique score results become more 
reliable, a system of automatic alerts to the boutiques can be set. Meanwhile, a dashboard 
showcasing the boutique score information of each boutique should be designed. The dashboard 
should allow drill down options by boutique PS. It should also allow the visual comparison 
through graphical display, of the boutique score evolution in the last days.  
5.2 Further Developments 
Farfetch’s main responsibility is to its customer. Given the growth and expansion of the 
business one of the company’s most crucial challenges is continuing to ensure that its partner 
boutiques are able to deal with the demand. Therefore, new tools and mechanisms that help 
boutiques must be developed. 
The boxes and duct tape used to pack the items are designed by Farfetch and stocked by the 
company in 3 different places. The material is requested by the boutiques and takes a few days 
to reach the store, depending on the distance between the place where the material is stocked 
and the boutique. Currently there is almost no control on how many boxes each boutique has in 
stock. If the boutique is not careful enough, it might run out of boxes before a new 
replenishment shipment arrives, which leads into delays on the order processing. To avoid these 
situations a stock control tool for the boxes should be developed. With the usage of such system, 
the frequency of situations where a boutique can’t process orders because it has no material 
would be drastically reduced. Therefore, the boutiques’ overall performance would increase. 
This tool should be fully integrated with Farfetch’s systems and keep record on real time of 
how many boxes of each type the boutique has. When the quantity of one of the box’s type 
starts to get low, the tool should generate alerts to the boutique. If the boutique doesn’t reorder 
and the quantity keeps getting lower, the system must automatically order a replenishment of 
boxes to the boutique. Currently, to order a replenishment, boutiques fill a form and send it to 
Farfetch via their PS. To fasten this process, along with the tool, a new module for boxes 
ordering should be developed and integrated in the partner boutique’s FFDM. 
During the development of this project, it was found that some features of the boutique setup 
deliver better results if, for example, the boutique has a large volume of orders. More relations 
between the features of the boutique setup and the boutique performance should be researched, 
validated and tested. With these relations, it will be possible to define recommended setups. 
This way, when a new boutique joins Farfetch the definition of its setup will be much easier. 
Also, it will help answering another important question that is: when should a boutique change 
its setup. For example, it might help to figure out from how many daily orders a centralized 
boutique should start shipping orders from all its stores (thus becoming a decentralized 
boutique). With such definition, new boutiques would be more able to deliver better results 
from the beginning of their collaboration with Farfetch. Also, it would be possible to proactively 
adapt setups, before the boutiques start to underperform. 
Usually smaller boutiques have their employees do both Farfetch and non Farfetch related tasks.  
This means that, if the boutique’s brick and mortar space has an increase in workload, the 
employees will have less time to process orders. The periods with more movement on the 
boutiques’ physical space usually match the ones with more online movement – the sale season. 
This leads to a decrease in the order processing capacity and consequently an increase in the 
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number of late orders. Since service 2.0 is active, boutiques might end up losing a big share of 
their profits on penalizations. Therefore, it might be more profitable hiring a new person that 
will only deal with Farfetch tasks. As a future work, former situations like the one described 
should be analysed. With these, guidelines for when a boutique should hire their first employee 
entirely dedicated to Farfetch tasks, can be defined.  
During this project, it was possible to acknowledge that some boutiques perform really well in 
some of the processes. For example, there is a boutique that manages to process and ship 
approximately 95% of their orders in less than a day. These various boutiques should be visited 
and analysed in loco. With the gathered information, best practices for Farfetch’s several 
processes can be defined. This future work, should be done by a team composed of members 
from the supply team, from the AM department and from the PS department. A proposed 
methodology could be: 
 Identify which boutiques perform consistently over what should be expected 
from them, comparing them to other boutiques with the same characteristics; 
 Identify in which processes these boutiques excel; 
 Visit the boutiques, analyze and map the processes and workflow of these 
boutiques; 
 Define why these processes are better done and document the best practices. 
A persistent problem throughout the entire project was the fact that it was not possible to infer 
how much time it took the boutique to pack an item. This limits the extent of the analysis that 
can be made. More accurate and direct information about the packing time allows better 
counselling to the boutiques, on how many employees they should have working for Farfetch 
tasks.  
As a future work, the PS should measure how much time some of the tasks took, while visiting 
a boutique. To guarantee that the measuring process is uniform and done the same way by every 
PS, it should be defined and standardized by the supply team. Some of the tasks that should be 
measured are: the packing time, the picking time and the printing the documents time. To 
complement the new information, data should be kept on when a boutique works extra hours 
and extra weekdays. These information should be obtained directly from the boutiques and 
stored in the DB. 
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Appendix A - Graphs with outliers 
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Appendix B - Graphs example 
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Appendix C - Boutique Capacity Assessment query 
 
